April 2012
Calendar of Events

• Congratulations to Mandi Rockwood, the winner of this month’s BYOB drawing!
• Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday the 7th! Come in, pick an egg and find your discount!
• Congrats to Fran Crawford, winner of the Block Challenge blocks! The new Block Challenge packets will be available
in a few days.
• Watch The Daily News during the week of April 23 – we’ll be offering a new Daily Deal!
Extraordinary Log Cabins

$25

Saturday, April 7, 11:30-3:30
Susie is thrilled to be offering two wonderful Log Cabin blocks and show you even
more variations. You’ll choose which project you want to take home – the rainbowhued 3D-looking log cabins, or a fancy-cut log cabin. Just like a good hairstyle, it’s
all in the cut and color!

Midnight Garden with Marilee

$35 includes kit*

Saturday, April 14, 11-2
Create this stunning wall hanging or table topper in rich (and yummy) colors.
Marilee will walk you through proper fabric placement and show you how to easily
make the half square triangles that make up this impressive design.

Farmer’s Flowers with Nina

$25 includes kit*

Saturday, April 21, 11-2
Nina’s at it again with a simple but complicated-looking flower block! Made into a
table runner or a small wall hanging/table topper, you can choose your own fabrics
to make the perfect small project to keep or give as a gift!

Coffee Cats in the Window

$20 includes fabrics

Saturday, April 28, 1-3
We just couldn’t resist playing with our new Coffee Cat Café fabric line. These
hip felines are not your ordinary kitty print, and we’ve had a blast putting them
into a traditional Attic Windows setting with a deceptively simple technique.
Five fat quarters will make this 30” square small quilt. You’re going to want to
keep this one for yourself!

Beautiful Bindings

$20

Limit 4

Monday, April 23, 6:30-8:30
Bindings. The (almost) last step in quilt making. Gone is the thrill of picking out fabrics, the excitement of
cutting them apart and sewing them back together again. Gone is the terror of actually quilting your quilt.
Join Tracy at the successful end of your project’s journey from fabric to a finished quilt. Learn the crossgrain binding math (you’d expect no less from Tracy, would you?), and practice on a quilt sandwich to
make successful mitered corners and finish off your bindings. You’ll even get a demonstration of how to
bind “funny” corners!
Fabric Die Cutters Guild Kick-Off Meeting

$5

Wednesday, April 18, 6-8
Die cutters make cutting fabric quick and accurate. Join us in building a community to learn and share tips,
tricks and techniques for getting the most from these wonderful inventions! Plans for the group include an
optional Block of the Month, die demos & projects, service projects, show & tell and much more!
Coming in MAY:
#16 Wonky Way
Saturday, May 12, 11-2

$25

Houses, cabins, beach cabanas, doghouses, outhouses – what buildings will you put into your Wonky
Willage? Join Tracy for a fun and funky day building houses!

ONGOING Classes and Events
•

•

First Saturday Sampler, “Parade of States”. 9-10 a.m. Each class will include your kit AND a recipe from
the state of the month. The sign-ups have closed for this class. Be sure to watch the progress as each
month’s blocks are displayed!
Duck Hunt – Second Saturday of the month – 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Stop by any time during the day to “hunt”
for your pieces. The sign-ups have closed for this class. Be sure to watch the progress as each month’s
blocks are displayed!

• NEW! Fabric Die Cutters Guild – Third Wednesday of the month – 6-8 p.m. - Meet each month to learn
and share tips, tricks and techniques for getting the most from these wonderful inventions! Plans for the
group include an optional Block of the Month, Die Demos & Projects, Service Projects, Show & Tell
and much more!
• 3rd Saturday Garden Patch Cat Sampler – Third Saturday of the month - Stop by any time during the day
to pick up your cat-kit. This sampler class uses the adorable patterns from Helene Knott, designer of the
Garden Patch Cat series. You may sign up at any time as we will be doing all 27 of Helene’s patterns.
They are the cat’s meeeeeoooow!
•

Fourth Saturday Sampler – Rainbow Rows - 10:30 a.m. Rainbow Rows, a 12-month project, will feature
“mini-rows” instead of blocks. This adventure will include hand embroidery, precision piecing and
appliqué – but not all at once! Each month you’ll receive a new pattern and fabrics; plan to spend about a
half hour getting the low-down on how to make your row successfully. Because Tracy will make all the
mistakes first, she can point out any pitfalls and give you the tips you need!

•

Block Challenge – $6.25 per block pack – Every month a special “packet” of fabric is available for
purchase to highlight a particular line. Create an original or traditional quilt block(s) with the fabric
(unfinished size 12½”), and bring it in for a raffle–type drawing. Winner(s) will receive a mix of quilt
blocks to put together in a quilt top or other project of their choosing. Number of blocks raffled will
depend on number of blocks collected.

…And remember, our Club Paisley classroom is always available for
groups or drop–in sewing. Call to reserve your time now!

Paisley U
Even if you didn’t start with the group at the beginning of the year, you can join us any time to brush up
on your quilting skills. Just give a call to make sure there’s enough room to play!
Third Trimester
#13 – Hand techniques
#14 – Foundation Paper Piecing
#15 – Free-style quilting
#16 - Mitered corners and binding
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Classes are first–come, first–served and require pre–signup. Additional classes can be scheduled
depending on interest. Always bring your sewing machine and tools for classes unless otherwise noted.
*Remember, we will need to collect pre–payment of at least 50% for classes taught by anyone other
than Susie or Tracy. There will also be a final cutoff date for getting a refund if you cancel a class.
You will get a 20% discount on the day of your class for any additional purchases you wish to make!
Please be aware that some of your classmates or teachers may be sensitive to body oils/lotions/perfumes.
Thank you for being unscented when you join us!

